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Abstract. The Aim of the paper is to develop an algorithm of prompt detection of the moment
of dependability characteristics variation in a system that consists of a set of homogeneous
elements, assuming that failures of such elements occur at random moments in time, are a
Poisson flow of events and, consequently, the time intervals between them are an exponential
probability distribution. In order to solve the problem, it is suggested using one of the classical algorithms of detection of “imbalance” of a discrete random process, i.e. spontaneous
change of one of its probabilistic characteristics. As such a characteristic, the exponential
distribution parameter θ was chosen, that is uniquely associated with the mean time between
failures Тmn: θ = 1/Тmn. It is believed that the imbalance consists in the discontinuous variation
of parameter θ from the initial steady state θ = θ0 to the level of minimal (expected, maximum
allowable, critical) imbalance, when θ = θ1 > θ0. In this paper, the imbalance is detected using
the cumulative sum algorithm (CUSUM) as it has certain optimal properties and is widely used
in practice. For this algorithm, the required design ratios, descriptions of its properties and
features are provided. The paper proposes a procedure for synthesizing the control algorithm
with desired properties, in the course of which, based on the user-selected values of desired
, initial basic level θ0 and nominal imbalance θ1 > θ0, the
mean time between false alarms
value of decision boundary Н is identified, the speed of algorithm action is estimated trough the
calculation of the average lag in the detection of nominal imbalance , along with its efficiency
for various values of d, that quantitatively characterize the value of imbalance: d=θ1/
θ0. For the purpose of practical implementation of the synthesis procedure, the paper cites
reference data, that was obtained by means of simulation and that ensures the development
of the control algorithm with required characteristics. It is noted that the presented synthesis
procedure can, in principle, also be used for cases of gradual (continuous) change of parameter θ. However, the statistical properties of the control procedure will remain unclear as they
require sufficiently intense additional research.
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The paper examines the problem of prompt detection of
the moment of dependability characteristics variation in a
system that consists of a set of homogeneous elements. It
is assumed that failures of such elements occur at random
moments in time t1, t2, …, ti-1, ti, ti+1, … and are a Poisson
event flow. As it is known [1], in this case time intervals
τi = ti – ti-1 follow the exponential distribution of the form
,

(1)

where θ = 1/Тmn, Тmn is the mean time between failures.
Let us assume that in the initial steady state parameter
θ = θ0. As system elements age (wear out), this parameter
will obviously change. The research of such non-steady
situations is certainly of significant interest [2]. This paper
deals with prompt (real-time) detection of variations of value
θ > θ0, when such variations become significant. Essentially,
this is a well-known problem of detection of the so-called
“imbalance” of random processes [3].
According to the classical imbalance problem definition,
it is assumed that such imbalance is discontinuous in its nature. In the context of dependability, this definition is hardly
realistic. However, it can be considered as a tentative application of this approach in the context of real-time supervision
of dependability characteristics of complex systems.
There are quite many known algorithms of imbalance
detection [4]. The quality of their operation can be described
with a set of such probabilistic characteristics as the average
value of the time between false alarms , i.e. the mean time
between warnings of imbalance in the absence of such, and
mean lag
in the detection of minimal (expected, maximum allowable, critical) imbalance, when θ = θ1 > θ0.
As of late, the cumulative sum algorithm (CUSUM)
proposed by Page back in 1954 [5] has been the most commonly applied. This algorithm, as it was later shown, has
certain optimality properties in terms of maximization of the
. The
efficiency indicator of detection algorithm
popularity and considerable capabilities of the algorithm are
demonstrated by the bibliometric analysis [6] that shows an
exponential growth of the number of associated publications
since 1964, as well as examples of various modifications of
the original CUSUM algorithm [7-10].
CUSUM is based on a slightly modified sequential Wald
analysis. In both cases the likelihood ratio statistic is used
in the decision function. In the present case it will take the
following form:

,
where
.

(3)

The zero value in formula (2) acts as a sort of an absorbing
barrier by not allowing decision function to shift towards
the area of negative values.
The decision functions are calculated each time a failure
signal arrives. The control procedure lasts until, at a certain
step n, the following inequality is fulfilled:
(4)
gn ≥ H,
where H is the decision boundary. In this case an imbalance warning is issued. In reality though, there might be no
imbalance, i.e. there is a situation of false alarm.
Subject to (1), formula (3) can be specified:
(4)
Let us note that the mathematical expectation zi is in the
general case equal to:
.

Formula for calculating Н

(5)

That means that, if there is no imbalance, when M{τi}=1/
θ0, the mathematical expectation M{zi}=lnd–(d–1)<0, which
impedes the growth of the value of the decision function
and results in sufficiently high average values of the time
of hitting boundary Н, i.e. sufficiently high values of .
Under nominal imbalance, when M{τi}=1/θ1, we will have
M{zi}=lnd–(d–1)/d=lnd–(1–1/d). In this case M{zi}>0,
which causes a quick increase of the decision function up
to the threshold Н, the attainment or crossing of which is
the indication of imbalance.
A practical application of the algorithm would require an
appropriate control procedure to be synthesized. Synthesis
is understood as the definition of the decision boundary
Н based on user-selected values of
, initial base level
θ0 and nominal imbalance θ1 > θ0. Additionally, synthesis
normally involves the estimation of the algorithm’s speed
of action through the calculation of
and its efficiency Еd
for various values of d.
Such calculation must be preceded by finding the general
formulas that associate the above characteristic with each
other. They are obtained using simulation. In the course of

Table 1. Estimated formulas for the definition of the decision boundary Н and average lag
d

(2)

.

Formula for calculating

1.25
1.5
2.0
3.0
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a)
Figure 1. The dependence of the decision boundary Н (a) and average lag

the simulation, intervals τi were considered as values of a
discrete time series on value grid i, therefore both the mean
time between false alarms and the mean lag were defined as
and
respectively; the
the average number of samples
transition from discrete to real time can be easily performed
and
.
using obvious formulas
The simulation helped find the dependences of boundary
under various d from the typical set d = 1.25;
Н from
d = 1.5; d = 2.0; d = 3.0, where d = θ1/θ0 and dependon
. As it turned out, if such dependences
ences
are considered as the function
, they are closely approximated by linear models as follows:
;
. The corresponding calculation formulas are shown in Table 1, while the models themselves
in graph form are shown in Figures 1 а) and b).
The efficiency indicator Ed of the control procedure can
be calculated using the following formula:
(6)
Expected values of efficiency indicator Еd for various d
and
are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Expected values of efficiency indicator Еd
d
1.25
1.50
2.00
3.00

100
3.2
7.5
18.2
60.0

400
6.5
16.2
44.4
150.0

1000
12.5
31.3
90.9
260.9

3000
–
75.0
165.0
620.7

10000
–
197.4
330.0
1667.0

It is obvious that, unfortunately, the efficiency of the
control procedure for the most practically interesting small
values of d and
is relatively low.
In conclusion, it can be noted that the above synthesis
procedure, in principle, can also be used for cases of gradual
(continuous) change of parameter θ. However, the statisti-
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b)
(b) on

cal properties of the control procedure will remain unclear.
Their definition for the purpose of obtaining the dependences
similar to those shown in Table 1 requires quite intensive
additional research.
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